The integrated model of serotonin transporter gene variation (5HTTLPR) and the glial cell transporter in stress vulnerability and depression.
The serotonin transporter gene (SLC6A4) promoter polymorphism (5HTTLPR) has been associated with individual stress responses such that individuals with childhood abuse history have higher rates of depression in later life if they are homozygous short (s/s) of the gene. It is hypothesized that these findings could be explained by an integrated model of a role of the glial cell transporter and a functional difference of 5HTTLPR in the capacity of absorbing serotonin from the synapse. A hypothetical integrated model of the SLC6A4 function and the role of glial cells are put forward to explain accumulating results of recent investigations exploring the relationship between the gene and the diverse mental activities including depression and stress response. A model based on SLC6A4 variation is proposed to explain individual differences in stress vulnerability/resilience. The role of the glial cell transporter surrounding the synapse is integrated in the model to understand the modulation of the neurotransmission. It is hypothesized that a synapse with less serotonin transporter contributes to unstable processing in neurotransmission as compared to a synapse with more serotonin transporter. As such, based on functional differences of 5HTTLPR in the expression of the serotonin transporter, it is asserted that individuals with the s/s genotype process neurotransmission differently and in a reactive way. This integrated model of 5HTTLPR and glial cells suggests that the efficacy of serotonin reuptake in the synapse may play a crucial role in variability of neurotransmission, which can lead to differences in the stress response and the pathophysiology of depression.